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Meet expoze.io

An attention prediction platform that helps creators 
make better decisions by predicting what will get 
noticed. Our platform delivers actionable results by 
visualizing heatmaps and quantified attention scores. 

expoze.io allows creators to validate any design with 
scientifically reliable insights in real-time, using a neural 
network trained using real eye-tracking data gathered 
by our parent company Alpha.One. 

Develop, test and improve
At low costs, expoze.io turns optimization into an 
iterative and effortless process for any design. This 
increase the chances your work will get noticed.

All of this, without the need for a labor-intensive study 
with participants.

https://alpha.one/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-SfcKdlThCY


Maximize impact, minimize cost.

No hardware, no coding, no participants = no problem
Lab based eye-tracking is great, and so are solutions like 
Hotjar or even webcam-based eye-tracking, but all of them 
need either hardware, coding or participants/visitors to 
deliver value. 

With expoze.io we are changing the game. 

We cut out the need for all of these. By doing so our 
platform isn’t just cheaper, it’s also a lot faster than any of 
the other options available. 

So, think you don’t have the research budget or time 
available to do eye-tracking research? 

Think again!

1000x

300x

Faster than eye-
tracking

Cheaper than eye-
tracking



Going head-to-head…

Is it accurate?
Now let’s cut to the most important bit; the accuracy of 
the results. 

To compare different ways of eye-tracking MIT has 
developed a benchmark and the results don’t lie: our 
platform expoze.io scores a 0.87. 

Compared to real eye-tracking that’s an accuracy of 
94%.

Don’t believe numbers? Check out the video on the left.

The video depicted above compares expoze.io and our own traditional eye-tracking results
For an extensive look on the validation of results and a more in-depth view on how expoze.io
works, check out our whitepaper.

Traditional eye-
tracking (n = 30)

Traditional eye-
tracking (n = ∞)

expoze.io predictive 
eye-tracking

0.82 0.87 0.92

https://www.expoze.io/customer-success/resources
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F5yijBkWPtM


What do I get?

Attention heatmaps
From ad to brochure and web to 

package design, identify what 
grabs attention in your images by 

creating heatmaps.

Areas Of Interest
Identify if the most important 

element or object in your design 
grabs attention by using Area Of 

Interest predictions.

Work in teams
Need to work with more than one 
user? Simply switch to our Core+ 
plan and make results accessible 
to your entire team without any 

additional cost per user.

Export the outcomes
Want to use the predictions 

outside of our platform? You can 
download any heatmap you've 
generated as a png file with a 

simple click.

Unbranded results
We don't add our logo or any 
other form of branding to the 

results generated by our platform 
or to downloaded items. Not even 

on our Core plan.

Our platform is packed with features, each and every one focused on helping you create your best possible design. 
That’s why these features are available in our all plans!

Plugin access
Don’t like web applications? Use 

any of our plugins to create 
heatmaps straight from your 

preferred solution.



Need more? You got it!
Why stop at just the basics? We’ve got even more in store for you! The following features 
are available in our Pro plan!

Attention heatmaps for video
Why just analyze static visuals? 

That's right, we also offer 
attention heatmaps for video. 

Time to see if your video ad 
works!

Customize your heatmap
Standard heatmaps not to your 

liking? Configure your own 
custom heatmap settings to 

ensure the output works for you.

Export raw heatmap data
Prefer to dig through raw 

salience data? Nice, we've got 
you covered. We offer raw 

heatmap data exports to all our 
Pro plan users.

Single Sign On (SSO)
Simplify and standardize your IT 

infrastructure by setting up 
Single Sign On for expoze.io.

Watermarking
You are in charge. Take full 

control of result distribution by 
watermarking your output files.



Build your own platform
Really want to make things your own or looking to embed our capabilities in your own platform? Our Pro+ plans are for you!

White label app
Embed expoze.io in your 

organization and/or intranet using 
our white label application.

API access
Prefer to build your own 

application layer or dislike 
working with GUI's? No problem. 

We support direct API access.



Part of your workflow



Do your call to actions actually draw enough attention?

Validate page designs

Aesthetically pleasing ≠ Attention grabbing

As designers, we often follow our gut feeling when it 
comes to designing a webpage or app. 

How experienced you might be, your gut isn’t always 
right…



What would you say?

Validate page designs

No attention = No good

expoze.io allows users to review and rethink their design 
based on attention prediction, allowing them to 

immediately identify which elements in their design get 
attention. 

This allows them to iterate on their design, right from 
the beginning of the design process.



Validate page designs

Ensure your message gets across

As expoze.io predicts attention with high accuracy using 
state of the art technology in the shape of AI, it also 

allows you to more confidently present your design and 
back up it up with measurable data. 

Design with confidence

No matter if you’re a CRO specialist presenting to a 
product owner or if you are a you are a freelance web 

designer looking to convince a client.

Still don’t believe the data? Check out our reveal capability.



Pick your best design, before going live

We love A/B testing, but unfortunately there is no way of testing 
which design will perform best without pushing it live.

With expoze.io, we are offering the option to validate design 
choices up front, without needing an actual audience and thus 

needing to spend budget. 

Simply draft two (or more!) designs, decide what you want people 
to notice first and run them through expoze.io.

Can you spot the differences?

A/B test lay-outs



A/B test lay-outs 0.3%

0.8%

0.5%

7.8%

7.1%

8.2%

Time is no longer a constraint

Next to budget, A/B testing generally also takes a bit of 
time before the actual results are in. 

With expoze.io running completely on the Google 
Cloud, and no need to collect data as we use a neural 

net, you will receive your results within minutes. 



Attention prediction, in context

While optimizing the layout of your design is the first 
important step to making sure your design performs 

well, context is the next big step in optimization. 

We all know that the first few seconds of someone 
seeing your design are crucial, but how do you make 

sure your design works on every screen? 

With expoze.io you can test any design in any setting.

Test changes in a 
contextual setting



Not just static

Why stop at just images if you can do video too? 

By using video, you can create heatmaps simulating a 
user scrolling through your webpage or a user clicking 

through your app. 

Validate interfaces 
and user journeys

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4C1bAiogrcY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4C1bAiogrcY


And even video games!

No matter what interface, ensure your 
end user focuses on what’s important.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bi-_Fkl_nx0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bi-_Fkl_nx0


See expoze.io in action

We bet that got you excited, now it’s time to 
see our platform in action. 

BOOK YOUR FREE LIVE DEMO

Prefer to try it out on your own? We got you. 

GET STARTED FOR FREE

https://www.expoze.io/live-demo
https://www.expoze.io/trial


Daan van der Wiele
Head of Marketing & Product

daan@expoze.io
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